
Information about 
offending acts
harassment, sexual harassment and victimization



Important to know!

1. Zero tolerance prevails at Stockholm University when 
it comes to harassment, sexual harassment and 
victimization.

2. React and tell off if you feel exposed or see others 
being exposed.

3. There are several activities/people that can help and 
support you when you experience offending acts.



Legal framework

• Discrimination Act (harassment, sexual harassment)
• Work Environment Act (victimization)

• Provisions from The Work Environment Authority
– Organisational and social work environment (AFS 2015:4Eng)
– Systematic Work Environment Management (AFS 2001:1Eng)

• Stockholm Universitys Policy on work environment and 
equal rights



Policy on work environment and equal 
rights

Stockholm University shall offer good conditions 
and opportunities for employees and students. 

The work and study environment shall utilize the 
resources that employees and students with 
different backgrounds, life situations and skills 
bring to the university. 

Everyone should treat each other in a respectful 
way and at Stockholm University there is a zero 
tolerance when it comes to discrimination, 
harassment, sexual harassment and victimization.



Purpose of the Discrimination Act

Prohibit discrimination and promote equal rights and 
opportunities regardless of (grounds of discrimination):
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Ethnicity

Gender

Disability

Transgender identity or gender expression

Sexual orientation

Religion or other belief

Age
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The purpose of the Discrimination Act is to prohibit discrimination and to promote equal rights and opportunities.1. Ethnicity. National or ethnic origin, skin colour or other similar circumstance (Swedish, Danish, Spanish, black or white etc.).2. Disability. Permanent physical, mental or intellectual limitation of a person´s functional capacity due to injury or illness that existed at birth, has occurred subsequently or may be anticipated.3. Gender. Legal female or male, or a person intending to change gender.4. Transgender identity or gender expression. A person not identifying themselves as a woman or a man, or expressing (by their manner or dressing or in some other way) that they belong to another gender.5. Religion or other belief. Religious faith and belief such as Buddhism, Islamism or atheism.6. Sexual orientation. Homosexual, bisexual or heterosexual orientation.7. Age. Length of life to date.��If an investigation doesn´t reveal a ground for discrimination according to the Discrimination Act, it is still a working environment problem and we need to act. It falls under Working environment Act and defines to be a victimization.



Harassment in the Discrimination Act

Harassment
behaviour that violates 

someone's dignity and is 
associated with any 

discrimination on the grounds 
of discrimination

(DL 1 kap. 4§ punkt 4)
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A behaviour that offends someone and is associated with any of the 7 grounds of discrimination. It is a kind of negative or aggressive act that aims to cause another person harm or discomfort.Harassment is an unwelcome behavior and particularly serious when a person in a position of authority (e.g. a manager, supervisor or tutor) harasses a person in a position of dependence (e.g. an employee or student).Example:Someone might comment in a critical, ridiculing or generalized way about “female”, “homosexual” or “Asian” characteristics. The common thing about harassment is that they make a person feel insulted, threatened, offended or ill-treated.The person experiencing it determines whether something is perceived as offensive. One person may therefor interpret a behavior as harassment while another does not.�The harasser must also be aware that the behavior is unwanted and offending. It is therefor important that people who perceive themselves as harassed speak out. Sometimes however, it is obvious that the harasser should have realized that their behavior was unwanted. I these cases no further clarification is needed for it to be supposed harassment. 



Sexual harassment 
under the Discrimination Act

Sexual harassment
a behavior of sexual 
nature that violates 
someone's dignity

(DL 1 kap. 4§ punkt 5)
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Harassment can also be of a sexual nature and they are then called sexual harassment and there are a lot of examples in connection with MeToo.Sexual harassment differs from a mutual "flirt" in that it is unwelcome and especially serious when it is a manager, supervisor or teacher who harasses a person in the dependency position. Supervisor - PhD student, Manager - Staff, Teacher - Student. It is the exposed person who decides what is abusive.ExampleIt may involve touches, jokes, suggestions, looks or images that are sexually suggestive. It can also be about sexual jargon.It could be someone touching you who, in a way you think is sexual, pushing against you in a sexual way, spreading sexual rumors about you, looking at you in a sexual way, coming up with sexual allusions with the help of body language, sends text massages etc.



Victimization

Victimization
actions directed against 

one or more employees in 
an offensive manner and 
can lead to illness or that 

they are placed outside the 
workplace community

(AFS 2015:4, 4§)
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Victimization�Defined as actions directed against one or more emplyoees in an abusive manner and which may lead to ill-health or be placed outside the workplace/group.�Victimization is worse if it is repeated and lasted for a long time - it can then in the worst case develop into bullying (systematic violations for a longer time).�Victimization is not a problem of cooperation, or temporary (mutual) conflicts in a workplace.�Example: To not be greeted, to be frozen, to be called nicknames, to be excluded from meetings, to be unfairly accused, to be personally suspended�All types of discrimination, harassment and sexual harassment are also victimization!OSA (AFS 2015:4Eng Organisational and social work environment)§13 The employer shall clarify that victimization will not be accepted in the operations. The employer shall take actions to counteract conditions in the work environment that could give rise to victimization.�Sources of risk: Conflicts in the workplace, unhealthy workload, unclear division of labor.�§14 The employer shall see to it that there are procedures for how victimization is to be handled. The procedures should indicate: �1. Who receives information that victimization is occurring2. What happens wit the information, what the recipient is to do; and3. How and where those who are subjected to it can quickly find help. The employer shall make the procedures known to all employees.Investigation�If there are signs of ill health, the usual systematic work environment work should be based on and taken care of so that it does not continue to hurt or risk harming others. According to §9 of the Systematic Work Environment Management (AFS 2001:1Eng), the employer must investigate the causes so that risks of ill health and accidents can be prevented in the future.�In practice, this means that the employer must investigate, assess risks and fix deficiencies in the organizational and social work environment that can create to victimization.�The provisions (AFSs) do not require one to investigate whether or not the incident is victimization.
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Managers (green cirkels) – represent employers and have to act and take it furtherOthers (blue cirkels) – you can go to and discuss withHR – support managers; if manager is involved in the case, can take on the role of employer.



Obligation to investigate
- how do we do at Stockholms university

Employer

• If a manager becomes aware 
that employees are exposed -
act immediately.

• If an investigation is needed, 
this is done by the HR 
Department

• If an investigation shows that 
harassment 

»measures are taken
• Prohibition of retaliation



The process of an investigation

• The investigator finds out as discreetly as possible what has 
happened.

• The investigation concludes with a written report being 
communicated to the parties concerned.

• If harassment have occurred, measures must be taken to 
prevent further harassment.

• The head of department/equivalent is kept updated during 
the process.
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Some tips

1. Work for a good working environment with clear procedures to 
prevent harassment, sexual harassment or victimization.

2. Discuss codes of conduct, think about word choices, attitudes and 
behavior - we are each other's working environment!

3. Get information on how to act if someone experiences exposure.

4. Respond directly to unacceptable behavior or insulting statements.



Civil Courage

1. Show that it's not fun

2. Ask an efficient counter question

3. Get support of others/help each other

4. Call the opinion

5. Take it face to face
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(SACO:s tips)1. Show that it's not fun�Simply say: "It is not fun to joke at the expense of others, especially groups that are in different ways exposed to discrimination/racism/ etc.“�2. Ask an efficient counter questionInterrupt the person who just said something offensive and ask: "How do you mean when you say so?" The question forces the person to have to explain him/herself and make visible the unreasonableness of the statement. If the person continues to say stupid things, you can repeat the question: "Well, what do you mean exactly?“�3. Get support of others/help each otherYou probably are not the only one thinking that the incident is wrong. Get support of others in what you say by adding that more people agree. For example: "I think it's more fun when it doesn't happen at anyone's expense - most people probably agree with me about it.�4. Call the opinionExplain why it stand against the value that all people are equal: "I disagree with you, I think that all people are equal.“��5. Take it face to faceIf it feels difficult to take up the incident in a large group, bring it up with the person later: "What you said yesterday, I don't think it's okay to say so. It's racist / sexist / etc. And nothing I sympathize with."



More information:



You can contact HR department at 
Stockholms university:

HR advisor 08-16 xx xx

Kamila Jonsson, HR specialist 08-16 14 14

Cecilia Strandman, HR specialist 08-16 29 26

Carl-Axel Holmberg, labor law specialist 08-16 21 66
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